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ABSTRACT 
k-Dimensional rrays of multiway switches are used to derive inequalities. (Analytic 
proofs are also given.) As an example, suppose 0 < p, q, r, "" ; p q- q -b r q- . . . .  1 ; 
1, m, n, "" ~ 1, S = lmn . . . .  Interpretingp, q r,-.. as probabilities that an individual 
switch be set in a coordinate direction, we derive 
k -- 1 < (1 --pS#)~ + (1 -- qS/,~)m + (1 -- rS/")" + "". 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In [1], Lehman showed how to obta in  the inequal i ty  (for rij > 0) 
li~l [j~l ]-1 I-1 ~ (/~_ -1)-1 (1.1) rij > rij 
-- = j=l "= 
by compar ing the resistances of  two networks (see Fig. 1). 
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FIGURE 1 
In  another  article [2], Lehman studies Boo lean funct ions on an  
arbitrary network;  he does not  derive inequalit ies. In  [3], Turner  and  
Conway show how to derive the inequal i ty  (where m, n > 1, 0 <p,  q, 
pq-q= 1) 
(1.2) (1 - -p . )m -I- (1 - -  qm). > 1 
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from the networks of Figure 1 where now, however, the rnn devices shown 
are not resistances but switches with common reliability p. The reliability 
of the first network is 1 --  (1 --  pn)m, and of the second more reliable one, 
(1 - -  qm)n. In [3] the problem editor, M. S. Klamkin, obtains two generali- 
zations, based on the respective ideas: (1) the reliability of the mn mecha- 
nisms are not all equal (Theorem 1.5 below); (2) only some of the short- 
circuits in the second diagram are drawn (1.3 below). 
In the present article, many variations of (1.2) are obtained. Besides 
this, it is shown that, if 0 < m, n < 1, the inequality 1.2 is reversed. 
( I f  corresponding non-trivial generalizations of the inequality 1.1 exist, 
I have not been able to hit on them.) 
The arguments can be, and at times are rephrased in terms of Boolean 
functions. By this device it is possible to sharpen the inequalities 
considerably (for example, 2.4). 
Before proceeding to the body of the paper, we review briefly a generali- 
zation given in [3]. I f  only certain (vertically drawn) short-circuiting wires 
are operative, we obtain 
(1.3) 1 < (1 - -  qm)(1 -- (1 --pn-1)m) _[_ (1 --pn)m 
< (1 - -  qm)2 (1 --  (1 - -  p,~-2)m) + (1 - -  
(1 - -  qm)n + (1 --pn)m. 
2. A Two-DIMENSIONAL SWITCHING NETWORK 
We consider a two-dimensional array of mn switches, aligned in 
n columns of m rows each. By a "switch" we mean a small segment hat 
can be in one of two states: horizontal or vertical (see Fig. 2). 
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FIGURE 2 
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We say "There is a continuous vertical path through the network" 
provided all the switches in any one columns are set vertically. This 
circumlocution is suggested by completing the array of  switches (circled) 
with the set of solid lines shown. The existence of a "continuous vertical 
path" is tantamount o the assertion that the solid network connects 
Ta to T4. Similarly we say, "There is a continuous horizontal path 
through the network" provided all the switches in any one row are set 
horizontally. This occurs if and only if T1, T~ are connected through 
the dotted network. (The solid and dotted networks are independent; 
one can carry only electricity, and the other only distilled water. The 
switches can carry either.) 
The existence of a continuous vertical path precludes the existence 
of a continuous horizontal path: these events (say A and B) are mutually 
exclusive. Let A, B denote the complements of A, B. I f  each switch is 
set independently at random, with horizontal and vertical probabilities 
p, q, we can conclude from Pr .4 + Pr B = 1 + Pr(.~ n •), Pr(.4 n B) > 0 
(since m, n > 1), Pr A = (1 -- p,)m, Pr B = (1 -- qm)n, that (1.2) holds. 
Note the symmetry of  the formulas in this argument. 
We have however obtained the sharper result 
(2.3) 1 + Pr(,~ n B) = (1 --  q~)m -k (1 --  pm)n. 
Several lower bounds for Pr(.~ n B) are easily obtainable. For example, 
consider the arrangement in which some r = 1(1) n --  1 switches in the 
first row are set horizontally and the remaining n --  r switches in the 
first row are set vertically; and in which the switches in the remaining 
m -- 1 rows are set in opposite fashion. The probability of  obtaining 
this setting is 
so that 
(2.4) 
(9 'q . . . .  
~-1(n) m~-~-,~+2~ ,+m~-~. 
(1 - -qn)m+(1- -pm)n~l  + ~ r p q , 
r= l  
the inequality is strict if m, n > 2. 
A homogeneous form cf  1.2 can be obtained by setting p ----- a/(a -Jr b), 
q = b/(a Jr b), a, b > 0: 
(2.5) THEOREM {(a -F b) m -- am} n -k {(a -k b) n --  bn} m > (a q- b) m", 
a,b > 0;m,n  > 1. 
The Boolean form of the result is the following. 
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(2.6) THEOREM. Let mn objects Qij be partitioned into m sets of  n objects 
each. Let Q~s have property I with probability p~j, and property 2 ~ 
with probability qis , where for  all i, j p~j + q~s = 1. Then 
(2.7) ~J (1 -- I~I p~) + I~J (1 - 1~[ q~0 >~ 1, 
i = 1(1) m, j = 1(1) n. Inequality 2.7 is strict i f  m, n > 1. 
PROOV: This is an identity in Boolean arithmetic. Let 
IThere exists j such that for every i, I 
A ~ I Qij has property 1 
B ~ {3i Vj (Q~r fails to have property 1)}. 
Then Pr A + Pr B = 1 + Pr(A c~ B), yielding (2.7). 
(1.2) is the corollary of (2.7) obtained by taking Pi~ = P for every i, j. 
The network of Figure 3 is not the only switching network from which 
a proof of (1.2) can be constructed. An alternative is given in the networks 
like Figure 3. 
i ..... iJ .... 
. . . . .  ! . . . . .  
. . . . .  i 
. . . . . .  . . . . .  
FicuRr 3 
In this figure, we let 
tthere is at least one vertically set I
A ~ I switch in every row 
tthere is at least one horizontally set t 
B =- Iswitch in every column t" 
Then AnB=0,  PrA = 1- -  (1- -  qn)m, P rB= 1--(1--pro)n,  and 
(1.2) follows from Pr A + Pr B = 1 + Pr(A n B). (2.7) can be obtained 
as before; so also can analogs of (2.4). 
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Using an argument similar to the above, the following more elaborate 
inequality can be obtained 
(2.8) (1 -  p~)n§ (1)p'~(1- p~n).-a + ... 
+ (~)F~' ~~ 
+ [~ -- q"-- (7)~q"' . . . . .  
(~) ]~ 
r P~q"-~ > I. 
In this inequality, r is any integer between 0 and n inclusive; m, n, p, q have 
their earlier significance. This inequality can itself be further extended by 
attending to  events that involve higher-dimensional rrays of switches. 
To deduce (2.8) we need only describe two mutually exclusive events. 
These are 
tthere are r § 1 values o f j  such thatt, 
A ~ IVi(Qij has property 1) 
13~ such that for all j with at most r exceptions, I 
B ~ I Q~ has property T t 
(2.8) is a paraphrase of  the fact that Pr ,4  § P rB  > 1. Notational 
difficulties make a full analog of (2.7) awkward. For r = 1 we have 
(2.9) 
+ 01 ~ - ~ q,~ ~ (,~, q,~)~,~t 1 (m, n > 2). 
(To extend (2.8) to the case r ~ 1, we must insert extra terms in the first 
line of (2.9), and we must subtract additional terms in the { }.) 
3. THREE-DIMENSIONAL NETWORKS 
In this section, the following Boolean theorem is needed. 
(3.1) LEMMA. Suppose CDA r iB.  Then PrA  +PrB  >PrC .  
PROOF: From the relations C C U - -  .4 n B, and 
PrU~-  1 =PrA  +PrB- -P rA  nB+Pr .4nB,  
we inferPr  C < Pr A + Pr B - -  Pr A n B. 
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We now consider a three-dimensional rray, rnx wide by m 2 broad 
by n tall, of  mlm2n 3-way switches. We define the events 
tat least,,one switch in every plane perpendicular I 
A -~ t to the wide ' direction is set "wide" )' 
B = I at least one switch in every plane perpendicular t 
to the "broad"  direction is set "broad"  ~' 
C ~- t iinsetatverticallyleast on  vertical file, all switches are I 
The hypothesis of Lemma 3.1 is satisfied; this proves the following: 
(3.2) THEOREM Supposem~,ms ~ 1;n ~ 1; 0 <px ,P2 < 1,0 ~<q < 1, 
Pl q-P2 + q = 1, S = n I-X mi . Then 
(3.3) {1 --  (1 --pl)S/ra~} ml + {1 -- (1 --p2)S/m2} TM > (1 --  q,)S/,. 
The connection with the lemma is seen to be immediate if we assume the 
switches are set independently, the respective probabilities that any one 
switch be set "wide," "broad,"  or vertical being p~, P2, q. 
The inequality 3.3 reduces to 1.2 for q = 0, n = 1. 
Now we define A, B as above, but redefine: 
C ~ lis tin seteVerYverticallyh~176 plane, at least one switch I
We note Ac~Bc~C=A,  BnCc~A=B,  CnAnB=C.  But 
P r{(AuA)  n (BwB)n(CuC)}  = 1; thus P rA+PrB+PrC< 1. 
Further, Pr A = 1 --  (1 --  pS/ml),,1. Thus we have proved the case v = 3 
of the following: 
(3.4) THEOREM. Suppose ml,  ms ..... m~ >/ 1; at least two mi exceed 1; 
0 < P l ,  P2 ..... P, ; Pl ~- P2 -]- "'" -]- P~ = 1 ; S = I-[ m~. Then 
(3 .5 )  v - 1 < (1 -S, 'm,)  m, 
The extension to general v is immediate. Moreover, when v > 3, 
there is more leeway in the choice of a set of events A x , As ..... A~ related 
to one another as are A, B, C above. Among the great variety of inequal- 
ities that can be established by considering arrays of multiway switches 
are the following. 
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(3.6) THEOREM. Suppose m I , m 2 ..... m,  > 1; n >~ 1; 
q>0,  qq-~,p~ = 1; M= l - Imi ,S  = nM.  Then 
{1 -- (1 -- p~)S/m,},~, > (1 -- qn)S/~ ; 
i=1  
this remains valM i f  q ~ O, n = 1. 
P l  , P2 , ' " ,  P,,  
(3.7) COROLLARY.  {1 - -  (1 - -  ~,pi)M} S/M < ~', {1 -- (1 --pi)S/'~'} m'. 
9 Then (3.8) THEOREM. Set m~ ---- 1-I1 mi ; m~ : I-li+~ mi, "". 
(1 -  q~)S/~ < l l _  (1 -  ~p, )S /m~l~-k  l l -  (1 -  ~ pg)S/m~lm~ q-" " .  
1 a+l  
Theorem 3.8 follows from 3.6 by suitable change of notation. 
Corollary 3.7 shows that 3.8 is more delicate than 3.6. 
By defining still other events, in a manner parallel to that used in 
establishing (2.8), (2.9), we come to the following: 
(3.9) THEOREM. Letmx,  m2 > 1; n ~> l;px ,P2, q > 0;Pl +P2 + q ---- 1; 
S : mlm2n. Then 
_ + (sly1)p ,,o (1 - 
+ ( l  - 
> (1 --qn)S/n + (S/n)qn(1 -- qn)S/n-i. 
\ l  ! 
Generalizations of this inequality are valid in which the first line is 
extended to tl terms, the second line to t2 terms, and the third line to 
tlt~ terms. 
The events that intervene in the proof of Theorem 3.9 are 
l there are at least tl planes perpendicular to 1 
A ~ I the "wide" direction with every switch set~, 
I parallel to its plane 
l there are at least t2 planes perpendicular to J 
B ~ I the ' broad ' direction with every switch set ], 
I parallel to its plane 
C -- t there are at least tit2 vertical ines with I 
revery switch set vertically in each 
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Since C must occur when A and B both occur, and may occur in other 
ways, we find by Lemma 3.1 that P rA -~PrB>PrC;  this proves 
Theorem 3.9. 
Theorem 3.9 has further generalizations, in which the number of lines 
in the left member exceeds 2. 
4. HOMOGENEOUS INEQUALITIES 
Just as 1.2 can be converted into the equivalent homogeneous form 2.5, 
so too can all the inequalities be converted into corresponding homo- 
geneous forms. 
The homogeneous form of 2.7 is 
(4.1) N I I~I (a~j § b i j ) -  ~ aij t + ~ tl~I j (ai; q- bi;) /~j bi~. f 
[-[ (a~j + b.), 
ij 
valid if a~j, bij are non-negative (i = 1(1) m; j = 1(1) n). 
5. ANALYTIC PROOFS 
In this section we give alternative analytic proofs of (3.5), (1.2). Proofs 
of the other inequalities are similar. We obtain as a bonus the result 
(Theorem 5.1) that (1.2), (3.5) are reversed in case 0 < mi,  n < 1. 
In establishing (1.2), we note first that it degenerates to equality for 
p =0,  p = l. Weset 
F(p) = (I -- q~)"~ q-. (1 --p~)~, 
and complete the proof by showing that on the range 0 <p < 1, 
F(p) increases and then decreases. We have 
l( 1 _ q~ m-1 pm ~n--X t) _(1- F'(p) mnqn-lpm-1 1 - -p  ] t' 0 <p < 1. 
If m > 1, the quantity (1 --pro)~(1 --p) increases teadily with p, and, 
if n > I, the quantity (1 -- q~)/(1 -- q) decreases teadily with p. Thus 
the { } decreases teadily with p. But for p = 0, the {~ } has the value 
n m-1 -- 1. Thus F'(p) is initially positive and changes ign only once 
on 0 < p < 1. The proof is complete. 
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But we have proved more. Since for 0 < m < 1, the behavior of  
(1 --pro)/(1 - -p )  is reversed (0 < p < 1), the above argument provides 
an analytic proof  of the following: 
(5.1) THEOREM. SupposeO <m,n  < 1;0<p,q ;pq-q= 1. Then 
(5.2) 1 > (l - -  qm)n q_ (1 - -pn)% 
To establish (3.5) we can use almost the same argument. This time 
(we take v = 3 to simplify the notation; the argument is general) we set 
F(pl) = (1 --pS/n,1),~l q_ (1 --pS/m2),~, q_ (1 --pS/ms),,,3, 
and note F(pl) = 2 when P3 = 1. For P8 = 0, m3 = 1, the inequality 
F(pl) > 2 becomes (4.2), which is valid. When Pn = 0, the relation 
F(pl) ~ 2 is only strengthened when mz increases from 1. 
Now we take P3 fixed, 0 <Pz  < 1, and note that (3.5) is obvious for 
Pl = 0, Pl = 1 - -Ps -  The inequality 3.5 is still in question for 
0 <p l  < 1 - -pa .  The argument now follows the lines of  the proof  
above; F(pl) increases from 2 and then decreases to 2 on 0 < pl < I --  P3, 
becauseF'(pl) is initially positive, and changes ign only once on this range. 
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